Unconditionally gradient-stable computational schemes in problems of fast phase transitions.
Equations of fast phase transitions, in which the phase boundaries move with velocities comparable with the atomic diffusion speed or with the speed of local structural relaxation, are analyzed. These equations have a singular perturbation due to the second derivative of the order parameter with respect to time, which appears due to phenomenologically introduced local nonequilibrium. To develop unconditionally stable computational schemes, the Eyre theorem [D. J. Eyre, unpublished] proved for the classical equations, based on hypotheses of local equilibrium, is used. An extension of the Eyre theorem for the case of equations for fast phase transitions is given. It is shown that the expansion of the free energy on contractive and expansive parts, suggested by Eyre for the classical equations of Cahn-Hilliard and Allen-Cahn, is also true for the equations of fast phase transitions. Grid approximations of these equations lead to gradient-stable algorithms with an arbitrary time step for numerical modeling, ensuring monotonic nonincrease of the free energy. Special examples demonstrating the extended Eyre theorem for fast phase transitions are considered.